
Epicurus’ Last Will and Testament

by Diskin Clay (Haverford College)

I: Epicurus to Pythoclesz Greetings:

Kleon has brought me your letter in which you show your affection for us and
worthily repay us for our concern for you. In it you tried sincerely to rehearse the
arguments which have as their aim the life of happiness; and you asked me to send
you a concise outline of my reasoning concerning the phenomena of the heavens as a
help to keep these doctrines in mind. Elsewhere, you say, you found these matters
difficult to remember even though, as you tell us, you study them constantly.
(ad Pyth. 84)

Pythocles’ difficulties with Epicurus‘ teaching conceming ta meteora
cannot now be fully appreciated, except perhaps by the student
of the considerable fragments of Book XI of his Tlepi (Duoscng.
To judge from the language of the Letter to Pythocles requests such
as those of Pythocles were prompted by a manner of presentation
which Epicurus seems to characterize as lacking concision, order,
and clarity of outline.

Except for what has survived in Book X of Diogenes Laertius and
the Gnomologium Vaticanum, Epicurus’ philosophy seems a private
and esoteric affair. For a great part of his career he seems to have
written in and for a small group of fellow philosophers — ovuq>17\o-
croqaofnrreg he calls them} and all that has now been recovered of his
philosophy from Herculaneum — fragments of his letters and On
Nature —- ‘centers on his private concerns and those of his fellow
philosophers. His very language bears the marks of an isolated and
esoteric philosophical dialect which was current in Epicurus’ garden
early in the 3rd century B. C. and understood and spoken there and
then, but which is now dead because of its apparent lack of con-

1 Epicurus himself uses the word only in his last will and testament (D. L. X
16-10—21.11). The term is hardly new with him (cf. Aristotle, EN IX 12),
but the concentration of compounds in o-uv in his will and in later Epicurean
writings is an indication of the kind of philosophical family he had gathered about
him. Later, members of this family (1-06; ye [i<]orrc‘: rfiv ol1<[lc:v] drrrozvrorg) are
distinguished from -rdiv Efioafiev, Pap. Hera. 1232 (Vogliano) fr. 8.6—9. In Philo-
demus’ 1repl lTo:pp11o'lo:g (Olivieri) we hear of oi. ovo'Xo7\<5:§ov-reg, I 75.4 and
79.1—4; in his Rhetoric (Sudhaus) he speaks of a method of inquiry through
question and answer (o ovZ;11'n1-ruzog 'rp61rog) I. 241. This method is not new with
the Epicurcans nor distinctive of them, but rather characteristic; cf. SV 74.
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nection with Greek as it was used and spoken outside of Epicurus’
gal-dena v .' . '.

The On Nature resembles Epiciirus’ most esoteric writings‘ -— his
letters -— in that’ itwas meant for 'o1_'1ly’a few and written within a
context of fairiiliaritytwliich ipresupposes muéh-that we shall never
recover. It is an esoteric work‘, written _oyer'»aL=Tlong period of time” ;
it reflects not so much Epicurus’ "attempftopresent "a coherent and
ordered account of the nature of things as "concern for justifying
and securing his physiology in tenns of the controversies which
preceded it and called it into» bei_n‘g."_To judge from the fragments
of its 37 books, Epicurus addressed his most ainbitious work to a
small circle of disciples and associates. In parts, the On Nature
seems to record the’ discussions of Epicurus and his closest asso-
ciates. Its language is higlrlyltechnical and its argument presupposes
a knowledge of matters known within the circle of the cpi7\o1, but
not outside. Phrases such as ['q>7\e[3]o'rrcx7\iow [6] fiueig Aéyouev [1ré:7\o1]v
(Epicuro [33] 21.4-10) make it plain that Epicurus is addressing
his thought to a group with a language of its own -—- a philosophical
dialect known to a few, but not widely current. The very presence
of anonymous polemic and sarcasms like 1'15 'r[&'>]v 8icnvi(E1n'cur0
[24] 43.23) show that the issues around which the On Nattire re-
volves were well enough known to those for whom it was meant.
They are issues too which were not settled into any organized doc-

? Arrighetti's characterization of the language of Epicurus’ long treatment of the
problem of freedom of thought and action as “veramente un testo da iniziati'_’
(Epicure 570) is accurate for almost all of Epicurus’. esoteric and re-
produces in fact the essentials of Aristophanes’ criticism of Epicurusflanguage as
.7\é§1g l81co"r6:5rr| (D.L. X 13). Usener (praef. xlii) and Schmid (RAC-.5 [1961] cols.
709-711) distinguish between Epicurus’ “esoteric" and “exoteric" styles. In
their difficulties and design, the Letters to Herodotus and Pythoales seem to stand
halfway between the garden and the outside world. Practically,_such a distinct-
ion has been home out in the history of the survival of Epicurus’ vast literary
activity. The esoteric writings survive by accident in the libraryiof "Piso at
Herculaneum; the exoteric in Diogenes Laertius. _' I

3 Like the letters of Epicurus’ epistolary, the separate books of "On Nature were
dated by Athenian archon years. Of the 37 rolls which compose this book,
subscriptions are preserved jfor nine _ and . dates _for only two._ Book XV was
written in the archonship of I-Iegemachus (3901299): Book XXVIII in that of
Nicias — “the Niciasuvho followed .§l1fiPh&lI§Si as archon" (2951295). Such a
clarification makes it certain that ‘in’ their present form the subscriptions of
On Nature do not go back’ to _Epicur_us__l1im'self.i The dates ‘for V these two
books seem to be the basis (with 'Epicurusf establishment in Athens) for
Steckel’s dating of On Nature to’ ca. 306-292, RB ‘Supplementband XI (1968)
588-589. I i ‘ A
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trine. Often a topic is left in suspense with the promise of a fuller
treatment later on in the books that follow‘.

Despite his stern demand for clarity and insistance on using
words in their most obvious meaning, Epicurus uses many words
which could have had no obvious meaning since they were freshly
coined; as Wilamowitz said, he “revels” in new fo1mations5. His
reader encounters a suprisingly dense concentration of technical
terms and highly abstract expressions. Suspended in an involved
syntax appear words which are either hapax legornena, new to
Greek, or new in the sense Epicurus gives them“. Epicurus insisted
on words being interpreted in their immediate sense (-ro -rrp65-rov
évvonuoc, ad Hdt. 38.1); but, for the reader outside of Epicurus’
circle, what could have been the first notion called up by a term
such as 6 é§coo"'ru<o§ rponog (Epicure [23] 43.3), or a description
like “the condition of the nature (of the soul, that is) being un-
suspended" (-ro ufi ocicopoiruevov "rfig q>\'1o'so>g, Epicure [31] 17.5)?
Ofioncnofig o1'1y|<p1cng (Epicure [27] 22.9), it seems, might have
evoked the fundamental notion underlying it only for the reader
familiar with Aristotle's o'r':v6e'rog o\’1oio:".

Like his book On Nature, Epicurus’ letters, or llpozyuorreicu as
they were known to Philodemus, were written within a closed con-
text of familiarity. When Epicurus writes that a letter is meant
1<[o:i 1<]o1v1'1[1 1<]o:l i8 [i]o:1 (Epicure [52]), he has in mind an audience
first of the friend to whom he had written and then the circle
of his friends, but not the world at large. In one of his letters
preserved in Seneca, he writes to one of his fellow philosophers
(censors studiorum) that he has only one audience in mind: haec ego
non multis, sed tibi ; satis enim magnum alter alteri theatrum sumus
(Ep. 7.11). .

The initimate nature of Epicurus’ thought and friendships be-
comes clearer from the personal details of his letters and even from
iQ 

4 Epicure [23] 51. 5-9; [24] 455-13; [29] 21.1—10- [31], the book on the
problem of necessity, appears to have been more self contained to judge from
33.4—10.

5 “Er schwelgt in Neubildungen”, Gnemen 5 (1929) 465.
‘ Like Zeno, advena quidam ct ignobilis opifex uerborum (S VF I 33—35), Epicurus

was attacked for his many new words and styled a barbarian — apparently by
Poseidonius (Us. 39.18—29); cf. Plutarch, Against Colotes 1116 E.

" So the term is explained by Schmid in his Epikurs Kritik dcr plateniscken Elemen-
tenlehre (Leipzig 1936) 18. Epicurus’ meaning is quite different from Aristotle's
and seems to be an innovation created to describe what Lucretius calls the
maxima membra mundi.
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the treatment of the philosophical questions to which the single
books of On Nature were devoted. The problems to which Epicurus
responds in his letters are in the main personal, but involve in their
humble level the larger and lasting concems of his philosophical
thought. In a letter preserved on the wall of the stoa in Oenoanda
which Diogenes had inscribed with the gospel of Epicurus, we
probably have Epicurus’ response to his mother's troubled dreams
and fears for her distant son. Epicurus appeals to his doctrine of
eidola and tells his mother to cheer up: “these apparitions do not
bode that we are suffering any evil‘-".”

Book XXVIII of the On Nature seems to be the record of a dis-
cussion between Epicurus and Metrodorus. Despite the somewhat
incongruous appeals to Metrodorus (£5 M11-rpoficops), it is plain from
its fragments that Epicurus composed this book in response to his
fellow philosopher’s embarrassment in countering the clever argu-
ments and spoiling questions of the Megarians. Here it is the pressure
of arguments like that known as 6 o'uyKs|<oc7\u|.1|.zévog 1rorr1’|p that
brings Epicurus to reassert his doctrines of thought and language
and to provide Metrodorus with a. method of argument and criti-
cism which should allow him to go back and face the nettling
questions of the Megarians°: “We should then rely on these indi-
cations and perceive distinctions, and if we follow this procedure in
all our arguments we shall not have to look foolish in any particular
question” (E15z'cur0[29] 19.26—20.2). '

The book ends with an indication of the intimacy of the discussions
out of which it grew (-rc‘x époi [-re] Kori Mrrrpoocbpcp -rd’: [8 ’cIouo7\oy]
nuévoz) and a cavalier recognition of the diffuse, casual, and incon-
clusive nature ofEpicurus’ record of these discussions: [i1<]ozvo"6 [3] oiiv
fiuiv fi8o7\eo'x1‘|o'9oo érrl roii napévro; (Epicure [29] 20.30—21.2).

Accordingto its subscription (or title), Book XXVIII of the On
Nature was composed during the archonship of Nicias 296/951°).

3 Epicure [65] 21--—-23.
° Epicure [29] 17.16; the argument about the "shrouded father" is identified by

Diogenes as an argument of the “sorites” type, developed by Euboulides of
Megara, D. L. II 108. The tradition of Epicurus’ attempt to counter the praestigia
of the dialecticians in Cicero's Academia: II l4.45—16.49 might go back to this
book of his On Nature. Epicurus also wrote a separate tact against the Megarians
(D. L. X 27) and Metrodorus went on to write another against the dialecticians
(D. L. x 24).

1° The subscription reads: [t1< 'r]c'5v épx<:xi[cov] | éy[p]c&q>'r1 E171 Nudou ref} |.1[e'r]dr
’A[v"r1]q>6rrnv and poses the question of the meaning of the phrase é1< -rcTw
cipxaicov.
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Epicurus was then 45 and had been established in Athens for just
over a decade (since the summer of 306). VVhen he completed the
last of the remaining books of the treatise On Nature cannot be
determined with as much certainty. The only other book whose
date is preserved by its subscription is XV which was written in the
archonship of Hegemachus (300/299).

If it is no longer possible to reconstruct in detail and year by year
the development of Epicurus’ thought, the character of a crucial
shift in his presentation of his thought can be detennined with
certainty. This development might well have had antecedents, such
as a scrap from a letter to Timocrates (Epicure [84]), which makes
its appearance in the Letter to Herodotus the more dramatic for their
now being lost. This important letter carries no date, which is re-
gretable, since together with Lucretius’ poem it affords us our most
complete and coherent evidence for Epicurus’ physiology. There is
only the conjectural assumption suggested by its opening (35.1—3)
that it was written after Epicurus’ had completed his On Nature
and some of his longer books and before the Letter to Pythoctes
which looks back to it as 1‘1 uu<pc‘x é'rr1'ro|.u'1 (85.7). Between 300/299
and 296/295 Epicurus completed 14 books (XV—XXVIII) of the
On Nature which leaves 9 books to complete the collection. If Epi-
curus’ pace of writing was even, and probably it was not, the year
in which he finished his treatise On Nature might be put near to the
end of the 290s11. But these dates are clearly elastic and can expand
or contract. All a history of Epicurus’ intellectual career can reason-
ably indicate is that at some point well on in this career, perhaps
some time in the second decade of the third century, perhaps before,
Epicurus came to the realization that his positive teaching was
difficult to_ disengage from the polemical context in which
it had been formed and refined. Perhaps this realization is
commemorated in his saying that the “wise man will be dogmatic”
(D.L. X 121b 7).

Both the letters to Pythocles and Herodotus register Epicurus’
awareness that if his philosophy was to leave its lasting mark on all
those who were eager to master it as their means to a life of happi-
ness, he would have to present this teaching in a new and memorable
form. The three letters preserved by Diogenes Laertius, the conden-

11 In his RE article (note 3) 583, Steckel dates Pythocles’ death to 290. This might
afford a fixed point in the chronology of Epicurus’ writings, but I have not been
able to discover any evidence for this date.
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sation of thought which is set out in the-Tepitomeslz, and the Kuplou
Aéfiou, all witnéssa stage of .jdeveloprnent i initiated with Epicurus’
realization that Ia new form of writing -"necessary to make his
teaching accessible and permanentlyuseful lto‘-those who were will-
ing to master it. His polemical ardor be’gins5to cool, but does not
grow cold; one of his epitomes .was'characté1-istically a condensation
of his tracts against the physicists‘ (D.Ll X 27).

I Cicero used the word dumetar to describe Epicurus’ polemical
style (N. D. I ' 24. 68) and Epicurus himself, although he does not
speak of thickets, admits that his earlier exposition of his thought
on atmosperic phenomena was neither clear in its outline, nor con-
cise, nor easy to remember. How then did he reduce the com-
plex and diffuse thought; of his esoteric writi11'gs'into»a*-ouvrouov
l<CIl efinrspiyporcpov Slorlloyiouév? Epicurus H inust have asked him-
self this question. Its answer is near s at hand, although it has not
been sought. He turns to a manner of organization and presentation
very much like that of the so-called O‘T0lXElCi'JO'El§ of the IV century.
His Letter to Herodotus was the first, .and.for"centi1ries it remained
the closest, philosophical analogue to the Elements of a contemp-
orary known as the O'TOlXElCOTfi§. In his concern -to give his doctrine
the stamp that would make it memorable, he .-returns to some of the
\‘nro6fi1<on of early Greek moral thought. .'I'l_ie"i'efinement and orga-
nization of his physiology he called a -o-rpixeiooicrig '-— a term first
attested in Greek from his Letter to Herodotus; In its aims and in
its method of securing and systematizing what had:been won in the
polemic of the earlier treatises, it answers very closely to the require-
ments for the stoicheiosis of geometry as Proclus articulated e them
for the codification of thought represented in Euc1id’s Elements 13.
In 10 elementary propositions of his Letter to Herodotus, Epicurus
presented his though on nature in its essentials, clearly, and com-
prehensively. t

In his last will-and testament, Epicurus made provisions that his
garden be given over to Hermarchus, his fellow philosophers and

0 0 ' 1 -

12 None of these epitomes has survived except for the Lettefto Herodotus. The
evidence for the so-called "Great Epitome" comes from the sckolia embedded
in the Letter to Herodotus. These reveal that it set out the arguments for at
least two of the master propositions of the Letter to Herodotus: cf. 39.7; 40.8; 73.6.

1° In primum Euclidis Elemeutorum Commentarii (Friedlein) 73.25—74.9. The
association between Epicurus’ stoicheiosis and that of Euclidis made by De Witt,
Epicurus. and his1.Philosopky (Minneapolis 1954) 45, but ‘Proclus’ description of
the stoiche-ioseis culminating in Euclid makes any claim -of -a direct influence of
Euclid on Epicurus problematic. ' ' . ~ ‘ '
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successors (D.L. X 17). On his death bed he urged his friends to re-
member his doctrines (|.ié|.wr|o'6e 1'6: Soyuorroc). Well before his death
he had made the careful dispositions which would make this pos—
sible. The letters and Kifipion Aéficxi preserved in Diogenes Laertius
were written as another kind of final disposition, not that of his
few real possessions and obligations, but that of his 8oy|.1orrcx. The
Letter to Pythocles reflects Epicurus’ awareness of the difficulties of
his earlier writings. One of Pythocles’ main difficulties was that
Epicurus’ writings on atmospheric phenomena were hardtoremember
and reconstruct. His word seems to have been Suouvnuévsu-ror. Its
opposite is sifruvnuovsuroz which Aristotle had defined in his treatise
On Memory as 60-0: 1-érfiw we Exsi, c'bo'1rsp rd: uor61'|uorm<<:'x. Careless
writing, by contrast, is hard to memorize: "rd as q>ociJ7\oc )(oc7\s'rr65§ (De
Mem. 452 a) . To make his meteorology accessible to Pythocles, Epi-
curus attempted to present his thought in an orderly manner. Be-
fore, to judge from On Nature XI, it had been polemical, diffuse,
and discursive.

Of the three letters that to Herodotus is the most explicit on
Epicurus’ motives for drawing up his philosophical testament. From
the opening paragraph it emerges that Epicurus conceived of this
stoicheiosis or elementary presentation of his physical doctrines as
useful to two, or strictly three“, groups of readers, and that it was
designed to make his physiology and the calm which it had as its
end accessible to a following larger than the fellow philosophers. To
read the letter to refer to two separate and distinct epitomes is to
lose sight of its conclusion and worse, of the character and purpose

1‘ Bailey followed Giussani in interpreting the epitome referred to in ad Hdt. 35.3
as the “Great Epitome", Epicurus: The Extcmt Remains (Oxford 1926) 174.
Strictly the first paragraph of the Letter to Herodotus speaks of three kinds of
reader: those who cannot study in detail the longer works (35.1); those who
have made sufficient progress in the study on nature (35.7); and those who have
mastered it (36.5); at the end of the letter these two last groups collapse into one
(83.8). If Epicurus had two separate epitomes in mind, his Greek should indicate
as much. As his letter now stands the two groups for which separate epitomes were
meant are not clearly distinguished. Kori . . . fié (35.7) makes it clear that Epicurus
wrote the Letter to Herodotus with two main groups of reader in mind. Giussani's
supplement of xorl Sf] Kdi, Studi luoreziani (Turin 1896) 7, note 7, suggests the
awkwardness of his interpretation and has no MS authority. Looking to the end
of the letter, its double scope is unmistakable from 82.10-83.13; cf. 37.1. Since
Epicurus had a considerable range of readers in mind, the Letter to Herodotus
is neither esoteric nor exoteric, and its difficulties, like those of the Letter to
Pytkocles, are indicative of the compression necessary to a stoicheiosis; Epicurus’
word for this is 'rr\'n<voo|.lcz. ad Hdt. 36.9.
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of the most critical phase in the development and survival of Epi-
cureanism. I give the beginning of the letter in English since the
English translations I have turned to for help fail to convey the
precise sense of Epicurus’ Greek. This Greek is difficult and symp-
tomatic of its difficulty are a dismaying array of textual difficulties.
The passages which stand out in italics represent a decision on how
the Greek of the letter might have read. A new and severe edition
of this letter -— properly entitled La lettre d’Epz'cm'e — shows how
much easier it has been to (reject a MS. tradition than to refuse a
tradition of scholarship that emends it".

Herodotus, for those who are unable to study in its detail each of my separate
treatments of physical matters or to examine with care my more extensive writings,
I have prepared an epitome of my philosophy as a whole with an eye to presenting
my most general views at least so that they can be properly grasped and remem-
bered. My aim has been to enable my readers to come to their own aid in the most
critical matters and on any occasion in so far as they have made progress in the
understanding of nature. Those too who have made sufficient progress in the
theoretical view of the general truths of nature should memorize the outline of my
entire philosophy as I have reduced it to elementary form- For often we stand in
need of general concepts, less so of concepts bearing on part-icular problems. We
need to return to these general concepts constantly, but need to memorize only as
much as will enable us to form a master conception which can be applied to cases
and clear up those problems calling for their particular explanation. This is possible
only once the most general scheme of my philosophy has been mastered and
memorized.

A nd even /or the student who has mastered the study of nature the ability to summon
up rapidly his concepts is of critical importance, and this is impossible unless what
he knows has been reduced to elementary propositions (O‘TO1XElCiJ|lG‘l'q) and simple
formulas". For there can be no adequate condensation of the complete round
('rrepi<58eior) of my general teaching if itifails to encompass in concise formulations
the possible explanations of matters of detail as well.

Given then theusefulness of such a method for all those who have gained some
experience in the study of nature, I have drawn up for you an elementary presention
(o-roixeicoow) of my general doctrines in the form of an epitome. Since my life has
gained its calm in the constant study of nature, I pass on this watchword to you“.

'5 jean and Mayotte Bollack and Heinz Wismann, La Iettre d’.l-ipiaure (Paris 1971),
especially 11-37.

1‘ Even for the student . . . The text given in Lo tettre d'Epioure preserves the reading
of the Pan'sinus.' roii 'rs're7\so1oupy1'|uévou. which is taken with 6:|<p1Bcbuo-rog and
translated “precision accomplie". Kori (36.5) remains untranslated. Von der
Muchll's cmendation 11'} rsrelsmoupyquévog gives the sense translated above
and reiterated in 83.7—10.

This is impossible unless . . . supplying with Diano <'roi'rr0 6t'60vorrov pf]
rrorvroav) at 36.7, A-mzali dello Scuola Normals Superiore di Pisa 12 (1943) 117.

'7 I have drawn up for you . . . reading, with Usener Enolnoér ooi at 37.5. The last
sentence is extremely dubious.
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II: This letter has survived precisely because it served the purpose
for which it was written. Diogenes Laertius reproduces it, along
with the letters to Pythocles and Menoeceus, as Epicurus’ conden-
sation of his entire philosophy (év orig snfioozv -rfiv éocu-roii cpfirocroqaicw
érrri-é1-|.rq-rcxl X 29). As for Epicurus’ physiology, Diogenes reports
that it was to be found in the 37 books of his On Nature and in his
letters 1<orrc‘x o~ro1)(eiov — “laid out element by element” (X 30). In
the Letter to Herodotus there are nine elementary propositions which
Epicurus lays down as the foundation for an understanding of
nature (45.1-2) . Significantly all are translated into the first two
books of Lucretius’ De Rerum Natura, and Lucretius’ translation
of Epicurus’ axiom of change makes it virtually certain that this
proposition is also a stoicheioma (54.3—6 = II 748—752). If this
is one of Epicurus’ stoicheiomata it counts as the tenth of twelve
which he seems to have set out in a book with the title Ai Aobfisxcx
Z-rolxelcbosrg (44.9 Z). It is placed among them by the scholiast to
the Letter to Herodotus". These 10 stoicheiomata of the Letter to He-
rodotus, together with the first two remedies of Epicurus’ -r.=.-rpoc-
qadrpuozxog (KA I and II) they are the only originals in Epicurus’
Greek (as much of it as survives) which have been translated into
the Latin of the De Rerum Natura. Given the terms of Epicurus’
last will and testament, it is proper to see Lucretius, and not Her-
marchus, as his principal beneficiary.

The ten stoicheiomata are:
Letter to Herodotus De Rerum Natura

1. Nothing comes into being out of
nothing.
38.8—39.1 I 145-150, 159-160 ~

2. Nothing is reduced to nothing. _
39.1-2 I 215-218, 237

3. The universe always was as it is
and always will be.
39.2—5 II 294-307; V 359--363

4. The universe is made up of bodies
and void.
39.6-40.2 I 418-428

13 This same Saholion connects the Epicurean axiom of change with the nine other
stoiohaiomata set out early in the Letter to Herodotus, 44.6—10. The syllogistic
form of this axiom is also distinctive and characteristic of Epicurus’ manner of
presenting the sloicheiomata.
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5. Bodies are atoms and their com-
pounds.
40.7—9 I 488-486

6. The universe is infinite.
41.6——10 I 958-964, 1001

'7. Atoms are infinite in number and _
space extends without limit.
41.11—-42.4 I 1008-1020

8. Atoms of similar shape are infinite
in number, but the variety of their
shapes is indefinite, not infinite.
42.l0—43.4 II 522-527

9. Atomic motion is constant and of
two kinds.
43.5-44.1 II 95-102 (I 952)

10. Atoms share only three of the cha-
racteristics of sensible things:
shape, weight, mass.
54.3—6 II 748-752

Z-roixsiov (elementum) is the basis of the term which Epicurus
used to describe the manner in which he presented his physiology
to Herodotus. Zroxxsicoorg and its product, ororxszdaucrra, are
terms which were new to Greek (in so far as we know) and first at-
tested in the Letter to Herodotus1°. But the process of reduction, re-
finement, and simplification which the term stoicheiosis describes
appears to have been a major trend in the scientific thought of the
IV century as it was known to Proclus in the V century A.D.
Proclus himself was the author of two stoicheioseis — the so-called
Elements of Theology and the less known ZTOl)(ElC.0O'1§ <Duo'u<fi2° --
apparently the only Greek successor to Epicurus’ attempt to reduce
his physiology to a number of elementary theoretical propositions
(stoicheiomata) which interlock in a systematic account of the nature
of things. Proclus’ introduction to the most influential stoicheiosis
of the ancient world brings the special terms of Epicurus’ letter into
their proper focus and sets the most important phase in the "deve-
mini-i

1° Ad Hdt. 37.4. For other stoieheioseis see E. R. Dodds, Proclus: The Elements of
Theology (Oxford 1963) xi and 186 and von Arnim on Hierocles’ Zrolxsiwmg
’E6u<1’|, BKT IV (1906)

9° Ed. Helmut Boese, Die mittelalterliehe Ubersemmg der Zroaxsiwots <Duo*n<1‘| des
Proclus (Berlin 1958).
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lopment and transmission of his thought into the context which
makes it most readily intelligible.

To begin with the most elementary — the term stoickeion itself.
Aristotle had made it clear from his analysis of the term (Met. A
1014b) that its primitive meaning of the irreducible (or atomic)
units _ out of which compounds are formed and back into which
compounds are reduced was capable of extension to the fundamental
demonstrations of logic (ozi -rrp65-rm 6rrro8si§e1§). By extension then
whatever is unitary and small and capable of many applications
comes to be called an “element”.

Although he seems to have avoided the primitive meaning of the
word for the most elementary facts of the physical world (except in
his account of his physiology to the young Pythocles), Epicurus did
use the term in its wider sense and much as it was defined by Aris-
totle. In his Letter to Herodotus Epicurus describes his definition of
velocity as a stoicheion. His language makes it plain that he regarded
the nine propositions set out earlier in the letter as stoichetaz Epox-
Soug . . . Ktfi -rérxoug dzv-m<o1r|‘1 l<C(l o\’n< dzv-ru<o1rfi ouoiooucx 7\<:u|5c'xvs1'
xpfimuov Sf] Kori 'roG'ro |<orro:o')(e‘iv OTOIXEIOU (46.9—10; 47.7). Kori Sfi
1'01?-ro looks back to the stoickeiomata and their usefulness“.

Zrolxsiwua is a distinctive term in Epicurus and one which sur-
vived in the language of his school”. It is formed from stoicheion
and presupposes it. Like Epicurus’ many and wonderful abstracts
in -ma, it described the result or outcome of a process (owolxsioaongf
1<orr<xo*ro1)(s1o\'io'6oz1) of reducing a complex mass of doctrine to the
elementary simplicity and integrity of its constituent and basic
conceptions. A stoichetoma is not a stoicheion. It is something which
has been fashioned into a stoicheion and this process of reduction is
a stoickeiosis (ad Hdt. 37.5).

The results of his stoieheiosis are described variously by Epicurus:
they are d'rr7\& O'TOlXElob|1C!‘T0t brought together and refined in simple
formulations”. Or, as Epicurus stands back to contemplate his
stoicheiosis at a distance, he sees the outline or map of his entire
 

21 Cf. Lucretius I 330-331; ad Hdt. 37.1; ad Pyth. 85.2; and Philodemus, Rhetoric II
288.9—17.

=2 Philodemus, Rhetoric I 140.40: I 141.15—l8; I 10429-34 where |.ui=8o8o1 and
o-roaxsrcbostg 1<o:6o7\u<o:£ appear together. A

2° Simplicius’ statement of a like matter is much the same: Sfihov 611 ‘rd drrr?\E'r 11-peg
ororxeioamv é-|rrr1'\8e1oz. In Aristotelis Categories (Kalbfleish, Berlin 1907) 13.28.
The verb cruvdryco might convey Epicurus’ care in refining the language of his
stoieheiomota to its sharpest edge; cf. Diogenes of Arcesilaus, IV 33, and Proclus.
of Euclid (Friedlein) 74.2.
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philosophy as he has reduced it to its simple elements: row "rtnrov
1'fig‘o7\1'1g 1rpo:yuorrsio:g rov KC('l‘E0‘I’OI.)(El(.0)J.éUOV (35.8)24. He also speaks
of a condensation (utmvoaucx) comprising the unbroken round of
his fundamental doctrines (36.9). The tenn here translated, with
some hesitation, as “round” is rreprofisioz. It has been taken to de-
scribe the flight of the mind to a point where it can gain a vantage
over all of naturezs, but it is much more likely that Epicurus used
the word as it is used by Aeneas Tacticus for the round or patrol of
the strong points of a fortified city. Although he reminded his fol-
lowers that because of death they inhabited an unwalled city (SV
31), Epicurus took great pains to surround his garden with walls to
protect these followers from the doubts and turmoils of life. This is
the security Epicurus meant to provide by his last will and testa-
ment. It is something best described by one of its principal bene-
ficiaries:

nil dulcius est, bene quam munita. tenere
edita doctrina sapientum templa serena,
despicere unde queas alios passimque videre
errare atque viam palantis quaerere vitae.

II 7—l0

Each of the tenns of Epicurus’ philosophical testament requires
careful interpretation, but taken massively the first paragraphs of
the Letter to Herodotus show that Epicurus in ordering, condensing

3‘ The terms 'n'rrro§ and olooxspfig help Epicurus’ reader to a proper understanding
of the hypothesis of the letter; so does the adjective efrrreplypacpog, ad Pyth. 34.5.
Epicurus is set on making clear his main concepts on nature in their distinctive
outlines and avoiding a thicket of particulars. In their sense of outline, matrix,
or general impression, both 'r\'m-0; and 67\ooXepr'|g are opposed to dxpifieux;
cf. Aristotle, NE 1104a 1—10 and more remotely, Plato, Republic 414 A; and
Strabo II 1.41: II 1.30. ’Eva'n'ooq>poryi§co, aterrn Epicurus shared with the Stoics,
explains 1'L'nro§ and the physical basis of Epicurus’ stoioheiosis; cf. ad Hdt. 49.2;
Lucretius IV 297; and Diano (note 16) 112 and GCIF 22 (1941) 9-11 for a more
elaborate discussion.

2-5 De Witt (note 13) 110 understands Epicurus to describe by 1rsp1o8sla what
Plato described by rrepiofiog in Rhaedrus 247 D, and seems to have some support
in sources as diverse as Lucretius and the bishop Dionysius of Alexandria; cf.
R. M. Jones in CP 21 (1926) 111-113. But against this interpretation of periodeia
as a tour of the universe is the language of Epicurus himself; cf. ad Hdt. 83.10;
and ad Pyth. 85.6. Periodeia is most naturally explained as a round of activity,
especially that of a patrol making the rounds of a fortified city; cf. Aeneas
Tacticus (Schtine) I iii, xxii, xxvi ; and Strabo, IX 3.1; Philodemus, Rhetoric I 248;
II 53; Methods of Infererzoe (Phillip and Estelle De Lacy) XXXV. 6 with note.
The stoicheiomota are then the stations in the round of Epicurus’ physical doctrines.

4.
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and refining his earlier thought, fashioned a stoicheiosis whose aim
is elegantly, if not completely expressed by the requirements Proclus
found perfectly fulfilled in Euclid's Elements. Apassage from Proclus’
introduction to the first book of Euclid does not set out all that
Epicurus required of his own stoicheiosis, but it deserves study for
bringing Epicurus closer to his contemporaries, especially the geo-
meters of the IV century who were at work securing and refining the
work of their predecessors. Such an alignment might well seem odd, if
not bizarre. A Stoic claimed that the Epicureans never stirred up the
“learned dust” (emditus pulver) of geometry“, which goes too far.
Such an alignment will not make Epicurus seem a physiologist
among geometers. But in his concem for the methodic ordering and
presentation of his thought, it does make him a geometer among
physiologists.

Proclus’ requirements are four. In some points his language is
that of Epicurus”:

Such a treatise ought to be free of everything superfluous, for that is a hindrance
to learning; the selections chosen must all be coherent and conducive to the end
proposed, in order to be of the greatest usefulness for knowledge; it must devote
great attentionboth to clarity and to conciseness, for what lacks these qualities
confuses our understanding; it ought to aim at the comprehension of its theorems
in a general form, for dividing one's subject too minutely and teaching it by bits
make knowledge difficult to attain.

These tenns reflect those of the letters to Herodotus and Pythocles
and. are revealing for the new form Epicurus gave his doctrines to
enable them to reach beyond the kepos, the fellow philosophers, and
the life of Epicurus himself. They reflect not only Epicurus’ in—
tentions for his stoickeiosis, most of them, but his judgement of the
fundamental shortcomings of the earlier and esoteric works in which
he had developed his thought. The new form in which he preserved
his philosophy survives in three letters (especially the stoicheiomata
of the Letter to Herodotus) and the Kupion Aoficn.

According to Diogenes, it was the custom of the Epicureans to
range their logic (1<o:vovu<6v) with their physics. Their logic they
described as 11'spi Kpi-mpiou Kdl dpxfig and simply 0*-ro1xe1co'ru<6v

as Balbus in N. D. II 13.43.
*"‘ The translation of Proclus 73.25—74.9 is that of Glenn Morrow, Proclus’ Com-

_mentary on the First Book of Em:Iid’s Elements (Princeton 1970) 60—61. Heath's
translation of 1'6: ouvdyovrcr in 74.2 as “everything that embraces a science and
brings it to a point“ would bring Euclid's language closer to that of Epicurus,
The Thirteen Books of Euclid’s Elements (New York 1956) I 115; see note 23 above.
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(X 30). In a._ntiquity Epicurus was not renowned as a logician. Be-
cause of perhapsit is now fashionable to repeate the venerable
opinion that he» had a “profound distrust for logic and y-abstract -rules.
of thought”23. It must seem strange then that his logic or ‘Kanonf;
was the portal to his physics and his philosophy as‘ a whole (1-of
1<ocvovn<ov.€<pc'>8'ou§ é-rrl -rhv 1rpoq/uorrsiocv Exsl, D.L. X 30) and that the
master propositions of his physics should reflect a concern for a clear;
demonstration of their validity. The fundamental truths set out in
these propositions are something to which there is no direct. access or,
witness in our senses. One of the deepest paradoxes of Epicurus’-
philosophy is that its most fundamental concepts all refer to 1'6: c’:':8q-
7\o: — matters which lie beyond what our senses can report to us;
but matters which are of such enormous importance that they alone
can properly explain the sensuous world. The Letter to Pythocles
seems to refer to these propositions as door novaxfiv E’-X21 o-ugnpcoviozv
1'01’; qooavoliévolg (86.5). ‘

Thus the Epicurean manner of speaking of the Kanon as o"'ro1-
Xeioa-ru<ov (that part of philosophy which arrives at elementary
principles) and Trspi Kpl.'l“l']plOU Kori drpxfig finds its‘ explanation and
justificationili Epicurus’ concern for urging his reasoning concern-
ing the fundamental truths of nature in confonnity with his tests
for truth. Diogenes Laertiusreports three such criteria for Epicurus:
our senses, conceptions or ‘anticipations’ (-rrpo7\r'1\ps1g), feelings, and
adds somewhat oddly that the Epicureans added to these a fourth
criterion,  what they call oci cpow-ro:o‘ru<oci é'rn[5o?\czi Tfig Buozvolorgzi’.

In the Letter to Herodotus Epicurus provides an approach to his
stoicheiomata in laying down as their ‘foundation’ two fundamental
rules of his Kanon3°. The first asks that words be understood in
their immediate and clear significance: dcvdnyicn ydzp To nfpc"6'rov évvo-_
r||.1o: 1<oc6’ §1<o:o"rov cpfioyyov [57\trrso6q1 Kori unfiév 6m'o8ei§ecog 1rpocr8s'i-
 eis that of Cyril Bailey, rm G-reek Atomists and Epicurus (New Yeti;

1964) 236, ‘whose characterization is at bottom that of Cicero (Us. 243). i
*9 Oddly since Epicurus himself speaks of these as in some sense a criterion; ad Hdt.

50.4: 51.2; KB XXIV. _'l'he difficult passage from the Letter to Herodotus is well
translated by David Furley, Two Studies in the Greek Atomists (Princeton 196'_7)_
205-207. - '

3° Diogenes speaks of Epicurus’ Kanon as supplying the é'q:o8o1 to his physics-
(X 80) — a term usually translated by “approach”. But the term might come
from the language of architecture, like kanon itself; cf. IG” 2 244.98 and the
€<po8ov rfig Kpiouoag in Polystrati liber ineertus fr. 3, viii (p. 84) which Vogliano
(Epicuri et Epieureomm Seripta [Berlin 1928] ad loc.) thinks is a quote from
Epicurus. The same architectural metaphor re-emerges both in Sextus (182.18 Us.)
and Lucretius IV 513-521.

19 Arch. Gcsch. Philosophic Bd. 5513
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o6on31. This first requirement for philosophical thought provides a
point of reference or a court of appeal for all matters of opinion,
inquiry, or difficulty. The terms which Epicurus uses for this ap-
peal, ozvéryoo and dzvayooyifi, are familiar from philosophical Greek and
have a logical application in Aristotle. But they also possess a legal
sense which, given the fundamental metaphors informing Epicurus’
la.nguage for logical matters, might well be present in his choice of
words”. The claims and perplexities of philosophical thought are
ultimately reducible to the immediate and almost atomic clarity
of a word's first significance. This is the appeal which justifies three
of Epicurus’ stoicheiomata.

The second rule laid down in the Letter to Herodotus alsoseems to
be applicable to matters of opinion, inquiry or difficulty, but its
scope is more narrowly limited to two kinds of things —- what Epi—
curus’ calls 1-6 -npoouévov and -ro &8q7\ov — objects which are re-
mote but which can become clear on a nearer view, and those ob-
jects about which the senses can give no accurate report (38.3—8).
These general considerations introduce Epicurus’ master propo-
sitions, all of which concern -rd: 6:8q7\oc. The criteria to which Epicurus
appeals for a decision on the truth of these fundamental propositions
are (1) the immediate notion evoked by a word or ‘subject’33 to it,
and (2) the evidence of our senses and the other criteria of truth.

One of the most apparent difficulties of the truths of the cate-
chism of the Letter to Herodotus is that they are accessible to the
mind,'.not as it makes inferences from appearances, but by virtue
of that something (the 1'1 of D. L. X 32.10) which is contributed by
reasoning. The archai, atoms and void, are unknowable from the
senses and radically unlike anything accessible to us from the sen-
suous world. The senses reveal a world of colors, smells, sounds;
a world which is defined by horizons, limits, extremes; and a~ world
in which some things appear at rest. But the elements of Epicurus’
teaching reveal nihil desertum pmeter spatium at jirimordia caeca.

What is striking about the stoicheiomata is the form of demon-
stration Epicurus gave them. All but two are presented with some
kind of demonstration, and nine are isolated from the rest of the
letter by Epicurus’ statement that taken together they provide an

31 Ad Hdt. 38.1; cf. 73.1—5 and Colotes’ Iu Lysin, Cronert Kolotes und Menedemos
165: éOO\c‘x ufiv 1’| ye 1réw'rcov flucfiv 6|.u7\ior fiv 'rr|pe'iv T005 qafioyyoug icon-6: -no
évozpyég.

3* LS] s. v. évcxycoyfi II 6.
33 Cicero renders this by vis subiecta vocibus, De Fin. II 2.6.
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adequate foundation for the understanding of the natural world
(45.1—2). In the rest of the letter Epicurus is content to legislate
his physiology and his doctrines are introduced by phrases such
as Set Biz Kai vouigeiv“. The connection between Epicurus’ Kanon
and the stoicheiomata must then be an intimate one. The language
which describes the rules of the Kanon suggests that Epicurus
thought of himself as laying down the foundations for all thought
concerning the nature of things and establishing for physiology a
court of ultimate appeal. The two rules from the Kanon which pre-
cede the stoicheiomata both make them possible and reveal their
form.

The first rule concerns the evidence of language; the second the
clear testimony of our senses, feelings, and conceptions. Although
Epicurus believed that all discourse and argument are riveted to the
senses, sensation itself is a witness for only a few of his fundamental
doctrines. The senses testify to the truth of one of the twin propo-
sitions of stoicheioma 4 -— that which resolves the universe into
bodies and void: o'rb|.1crr<x uév yérp dig Eornv crCrr1'1 1‘1 cxi'o611o'ig é-nrl
rréxv-roov ucxp-rupei. The senses also constitute the ultimate test for
any reasoning conceming ta adelu (39.9—10). The phrase daonsp
Tl'p08i'1TOV -ro 1rp6o6sv at 39.9 is a clear reference back to the second
rule of the Kanon (38.2—7) and makes the connection between his
logic and physiology apparent.

The question of the existence of the void is taken up in this same
stoicheioma, but it is one that aisthesis cannot settle directly. But
sensation can, by its testimony to motion, decide the case against
those who deny the existence of the void. In all the senses are direct
witnesses to the following propositions: bodies exist [4]; bodies are
in motion [4]; seeds are necessary for generation [1]. Sensation is
also the ultimate appeal for the constructions of reasoning, which.
they can either “corroborate” (é1n|.\ocprupoi':o"1) or testify against
(dcvriuocprupofroi) or be neutral to (o\':|< dzvriucxprupoiioi).

This is the genius of the most common form of argument adopted
in the stoicheiomata. Epicurus cannot show the doubter an atom or
a patch of void. But a problem can be formulated in terms of a de-
cision between two rival claims to truth. The false claim can be
appealed to the test of experience by a simple manoeuvre. Epicurus
converts the conclusion of the true claim (the apodosis he presents

3‘ In contrast to dig c'xp'r1 6:1rs8eiX6-r| of 45.2 comes the series of Ssi St xcxl vouifiatv
49.1, |<o:l ufiv xozl 'n‘1v boufiv vo|.uo'réov 53.8 and the like.

190
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in his stoichetomata) to the protasts of its rival by contraposition.
Four of his stoicheiomata are demonstrated by this kind of argu-
ment (1, 2, 3, 7). The hidden advantage of the contrapositive ar-
gument is that Epicurus’ own teaching is never put directly to the
test of his own criteria. By appealing the claims of rival doctrines
to the test of his Kanon he wins his point. His own claims are simple
declarative sentences; those of his rivals are presented as if clauses
unreal for present time.

All of Epicurus’ master propositions have a prehistory in Greek
thought, but in the Letter to Herodotus they are given a new and
distinctive form of demonstration which can be displayed as fol-
lows:

P (Ksvov 'éo'rw);
for (ydxp) if not P, then not Q (xiv-qmg).
But Q;
therefore P.

It is possible to translate this figure into the second undemonstrated
argument type of Stoic logic“. But such a translation, although it
was made later by Philodemus and Sextus, is misleading. To ac-
count for the demonstration of stoicheioma 4 as “if not P then not
Q. Q; therefore P” is to disguise the distinctive form Epicurus gave
his demonstrations and to sever at a blow their connection
with his Kanon. In his physiology Epicurus does not begin with
propositions but with statements. And even in the stoicheiomata
which represent Epicurus’ most dogmatic statement of his physio-
logy he remains polemical. It is the pressure of rival interpretations
of reality which helps explain the form of the contrapositive proof.
One can either accept the truth of Epicurus’ conclusions or the ab-
surdities of their rivals3°. Or more accurately, one can accept Epi-
curus’ conclusions because of the absurdities of their rivals. ‘The test
of the truth of the conclusions following from these rival hypotheses
presented as conditions contrary to fact in present time hangs on
the simple appeal to the rules for truth laid down in the Kanon. In
35 Ci. Sextus ado. Math. VIII 329 (Us. 272). In his note to this passage Usenet

warns against interpreting the form of this argument as that of Epicurus himself.
Cf. Philodemus, Methods VIII 26; XI 33; XII 14; XIV 11—25: and XXX
35—XXXI. 36 where Philodemus distinguishes between Stoic évozoict-:u1'\ and
Epicurean analogy.

3° In his analysis of Colotes' criticism of Democritus, Phillip De Lacy states the
matter well by citing Cotta's characterization of Epicurean argument (N. D. I
25.69), "C0lotes' First Criticism of Democritus”, in Isonomia: Studien am’
Gleichheitsvorstellung im griecbischen Denken (Berlin 1964) 70.
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four critical cases the senses refute the conclusions iivalling the
stotoheiomata. Things do not spring up at random’-— men from the
sea and fish from the skies (stoicheioma 1); the worldlias not been
dispersed into the void (7); nor annihilated by the restless wasting
of matter (2). This is the genius of Epicurus’ (manner of presenting
his positive doctrine and its connection with his Kanon. He has
managed to vindicate 7 his doctrine ‘by putting on trial those of his
rivals. It is thus possible to speak of the stoicheiomata as 60-0: pover-
Xfiv fixer ovucpoovlocv roi; cpozwouévoig. -

Earlier in his career, Epicurus had criticised Plato for failing to
show that his elementary bodies were atomic: “why, if he supposed
these solids to be atomic, did he fail to give a demonstration that
atomic bodies exist” ?” He goes on to ask “but if these bodies are
not atomic, why should anyone think that the remaining things are
formed from them; these he (Plato) constructs out of any other kind
of thing” (Epicure [27] 26.7-10). These unanswered questions
constitute the ‘archeology’ of the stotcheiosis of Epicurus’ Letter to
Herodotus. The stoicheiomatar have their "origin inthé "demands Epi-
curus made of earlier physiology. If the survival of the world as we
know it was to be guaranteed, elementary matter had to be solid,
indissoluble, and unchangeable. Earlier theories of the stoteheia were
inconceivable simply because they had arrived at elements which
were plainly not solid and thus divisible and subject to change.
None of the four elements which had been considered stoteheia could
answer to Epicurus’ requirements: -“how could one suppose water
or air or fire (indivisible), ' since he cannot even‘suppose -that earth
is solid and indissoluhle‘>‘3”.? -What I has been called the ‘catechism’
of the Letter to Herodotus -was formulated to give-.-the only true ans-
wers to the unanswered questions of the'Ou* Nature. t ‘" '

The solutions to three of the problems ofthe On:Nature seem to
be syllogistic as they appear‘in the Letter to Herodotus, and are fa-
miliar from earlier Greekthought. Ultimately, their form is explain-
ed by the first of the rules-set down in the of the letter.
Although they seem syllogistic in their -form; Epiéurus wirould have
considered them asimmediately evident and thefforme ofrhis demon-
stration as no more than‘-‘a way of revealing='tlieir.‘evidence: ézvdq/1<n

U . - ,.
- Q -> --. _ ,,r_ ~ - _.\ , i

i » , I 0.; ' ‘ I _ ' _,I

8" Epicure [27] 26.3—6, apparently in spite off Timaeus'54= D — 56 C: but as Schmid
points out, Plato's si8r| orepeé are not ‘atoms’ but solids, Epikurs Kritik 22.

3° Epicure [27] 23.1—4; cf. ad‘Hdt. 54.5; 56.72 Epicure [33] 241-6; DO fr. 5 col.
III 9—11; and Lucretius I 665-679; 787-’-797; 915-920; II 753-756; 826-833;
III 513-520.
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ydzp To 1rp66-rov évvénuo: Korfi’ §i<o:o~rov <p9c'>yyov [37\é'rreo'9ou Kori unfiév
drrrofisifiecog 1rpoo'8e'io'6ou. It is by means of this principle that Epi-
curus can show that the universe or All is infinite (stoicheioma 6);
that the All was as it is now and always will be (3); a.nd that atoms
have none of the qualities of visible things save shape, weight, and
mass.

Is the All infinite? Stoicheioma 6 answers this question by an ap-
peal to the almost atomic clarity of the word 1r&v and the first rule
of the Kanon. The same kind of appeal clears up the perplexities of
the terms c’:i-rope: and dm-sipov. Once we reduce our difficulties to the
clarity of our conceptions of rréiv and c’i1rs1pov (1r<Sw-ri ovopcrn -to
rrpdnroag \'.‘rrro1's-rcxyuévov évonpyég to-r1, D.L. X 33.5), we are brought
to realize that if anything lay outside of -ro 1r&v, orif To 'rr&v excluded
anything, we could no longer speak of it as To 'rr6w. This same appeal
to the immediate clarity of language works for the question of the
atoms. Can they change? According to the axiom of change (stoi-
cheioma 10; cf. 4), they cannot. Atoms are atoms; that is, they are
solid, indissoluble, and incapable of change. They cannot therefore
share those qualities of the visible and sensuous world which are
variable”.

From the language of Epicurus’ formulation of the rules of his
Kanon it begins to appear that language, as he conceived it, has
irreducible kernels or ‘atoms’ of meaning which resist analysis si;
-rs drrrerpov. An infinite analysis of matter leads to nothing ("ro ufi 6v) ;
of language to |<EVOl cpfioyyoi (ad. Hdt. 37.9). In Epicurus’ moral
thought 1<svo8o§io: (KA _XXX) is the counterpart of 1-zevoi rpfioyyoi;
as desires can be distinguished according to their objects into those
which can be easily satisfied and those which have no real object and
can be satisfied only with difficulty (ad Men. 130.9), philosophy
itself has only two objects: things and mere sounds (D.L..X 34.10).
It is this clarity of language which Epicurus thought of as the foun-
dation and step course of his philosophy. Epicurus’ Kanon provided
the regula prima for most of the propositions of his stoicheiosis. In
the case of two of the stoieheiomata, 5 and 9, it is not clear that Epi-
curus has appealed to any principle or rule other than that of his
own authority. Stoichetoma 5 breaks the word bodies down into its
two possible meanings: compounds and the atoms which make
them up, but clearly the definition of body does not exist only on
3° Cf. Philodemus, Methods XVIII 4-16 and the telling distinction between 6po1

as Epicurus used them in his physical writings and the trrroyporqaoci or illustrations
he used elsewhere (92 Us.).
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the level of language. Stoicheioma 9 concerns motion and is again
a simple distinction between two kinds of motion introduced by the
assertion that bodies are constantly in motion. 'Why this must be
Epicurus does not say. His theory of effluences requires and ex-
plains this proposition, but as it figures in the letter to Herodotus
it is laid down as a matter of dogma. In view of itslater notoriety
it is odd that there is no mention of a third species of — motion
the KElU‘l']0'lV 1rcxpew<7u'ru<f]v-fi [v] ’E1rii<oupog ég <p6'o [5] fiycxyev —- as
Diogenes calls it (DO fr. 32 [Chilton] col. III 1—10). There is no
mention of this “free motion” in what survives of Epicurus, except
perhaps for an allusion to it in his On Nature4°. i
III: It now seems impossible to determine when Epicurus published
the collection of his sayings and opinions known for long as the
xupioa A6§cn — a work which far outdistanced either On Nature
or the Letter to Herodotus in its influence and fame. It is tempting
to assign this book to the period of the letters to Herodotus and
Pythocles -- but only for reasons of a coherence of motives. Like
the Letter to Meuoeceus the Knpiou Ac'>§on cannot be anchored in the
chronology of Epicurus’ writings, but it is clear that some part of
the prehistory of both works lies in On Nature. It seems too that the
Letter to Menoeceus was the source for some at least of the idrpiou
Ac'>§on. Thus a date for the publication of the K\'Jp1oc1 A6ficn is a fact
in the history of the development and presentation of Epicurus’
thought which is beyond recovery, if not conjecture. But why he
brought together and published at least the nucleus of the doxet now
included in the Kupnon Ac'>§ou (and Gnomologium Vatieauum) is sug-
gested by the title gave the collection of his doxai : they are 1-aipiou.

More than two centuries after Epicruus’ death they were still
known as Epicurus’ Kupiou Aofiou and variously described. Cicero
called them seutentiae seleetae; brevts; graeissimae. Graeisszimae
comes closest to the Greek description of these doctrines as 1<upio'b-
-rorroc (p. 68 Us.). More admiringly Cicero calls them quasi mextme
retee, and with more irony than admiration quasi oracule sept-
ertttee. But this is no more than a faint and deformed echo of
what Epicurus had said himself (SV 29). Clearly its title attracted
the attention of the Greeks who knew the book, for it is noticed in
most ancient references to it“.

But Cicero's versions of this title seem inadequate to Epicurus’
intentions and inadequate to Epicurus’ Greek. Usener adopted Ci-
‘° Arrighetti (p. 575) argues that this is the implication of Epicure [31] 2213-16.
‘1 Collected by Usener, pp. 68-70 and 342.
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cero’s translation of the title as serztenttae setectae to head his edition
of the doxei, because that is what he thought they were. Yet the
manner in which better Epicureans than Cicero referred to these
doxai speaks against this version of the title and the view of the
origin of the collection which it suggests. A papyrus from Hercu-
laneum describes the first four of the Kuprcn Aéficn (which another
Epicurean papyrus describes as the "r8Tpcrq>c'xp[.rtIl<0$) as 1<upro'o-rcrrcr
and justifies their place at the head of the collection. Wealth, re-
finement, beauty, and like advantages are things external to us and
weigh little in the balance against the most important matters: “for
this reason those doxai which are most important (rd: xuprdarcxroc)
are those which are placed at the head of the Kifrprocr Ac3§cu”. And,
the papyrus seems to continue, “they might also be called the last
(or must perfect) principlestz." They were in fact so called. As he
introduces them as the ‘colophon’ of his life of Epicurus and of his
entire work, Diogenes says that he has used them to conclude his
book because they are the beginning of the life of happiness (rélusr
Xpqodrusvor "rij "rfig sr’r8on|.rovio:g drpxij X 138).

The title Seuteutiae Selectae fails to suggest this sense of the ad-
jective and is no more than a notice of Usener’s view that the main
collection of Epicurus’ doxei grew up only after his death around
a small nucleus of sayings to which Epicurus himself attached great
importance (praef. xlv). But the so-called re-rpozqaécpuorxog does not
stand as the frontispiece to the Kuprcn Aéfim for comprising the
most exquisite of all Epicurus’ sayings. It is there for comprising
"rd: Kuprchrorroc. _

How should this title be translated if not by the current English
versions of Selected or Especially Approved or Authorized Sayings?
Master Sayings (the French Pensées mattresses) seems to answer best
to Epicurus’ intentions. In Epicurus’ surviving writings rwprcirrorroz
is coupled with 67\cx (ad Hdt. 82.2) and uéyroroc (KA XVI), yet just
how those things which are general and greatest explain the sense
of 1<up1cIrrcn-or is not inunediately clear. The root of the notion is
visible in the substantive rdrprog “master,” and later, in the Nere
Testament, “lord”4°. In Epicurus’ last will and testament he makes
*3 Pep. Herc. 1251 (Schmid) col. xv; p. 68 Us.
43 Aristotle's use of the adjective 1-afrprog in NE 1113b30—1~114b25 might have

influenced Epicurus in his choice of words and certainly explains the moral
impulse behind it. Here and elsewhere Aristotle uses the term to describe those
things which we have control over and are accordingly responsible for. For a better
statement of the connection between Aristotle and Epicurus, see Furley, Two
Studies 184-195.
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his close associate Hennarchus master over the revenues of the
garden (xupuov 1-c'Iw wrpoocifioav D. L. X 20".v1)',» and in one of the Vati-
can sayings he reminds the world that no man is master of his to-
morrows (SV 14). From a root sense of mastery or control- the ad-
jective can come to_ be applied to fear and other disturbances -and
their ‘empire over the soul and therefore to their2crucial=importance
for human happiness (ad Hcit. 81.2). Thus the adjective is under-
standably 1 ambiguous: .it can describe what Epicurus regarded as
the fundamental and deep-rooted sources of fear and anguish“, and
at the same time Epicurus’ teaching which he .designed to 2 dispel
these terrors45. ‘Such doxai are then master thoughts. -They were
meant to be mastered and to dominate the thoughts and calculations
of those seeking freedom from the empire of the fundamental fears
of mankind; Indeed, to become free, Epicurus’ disciple had ‘to be-
come a slave tothe true philosophy (cf. Seneca, Ep. 8.7). -%

Throughout antiquity this little book of doxai bore the authority
of Epicurus. Lucretius seems to refer to its wisdom and guidance. as
the patria praecepta of his master (III 9-10). Cicero spoke of ora-
cula sapientiae, as did Epicurus himself (SV 29), and the collection
"of his sayings discovered in the Vatican entitles them ’E-rm<o\':pou
llpoocpoovfio-eig. It seems that, like the master propositions of his
physiology, Epicurus meant his master sayings to be memorized“.
In fact they were memorized by later Epicureans as a kind of cate-
chism. It is clear that Epicurus was at great pains to formulate these
doxai in a manner which would make them memorable and free
them from the polemical and discursive contexts which had en-
tangled them and padded their precise point. As is the case for the
Letterto Herodotus, On Nature preserves the matrix in which some
of the K\'1p1cn Aéfion must have been generated. The most distinc-
tive of these are pitted against Democritus’ view of necessity and
ii_ - » - . .

4* The -rcxpczxori of the soul; ad Hdt. 35.5: 78.1; 79.5; and KA XII.
45 Ad Hdt. 83.11; cf. 36.6; 78.1; 82.2; KA XII; and Lucretius III 16.
4° 'I‘his_,e_xpectation is clear from the letters; ad Hdt. 35-37; 46.1—2; 68.3; 82—33,;

ad Pyth. 84-35; cf. 95.4 and'116.4; and ad Men. 1231-2; 127.4; 136.5. Mvr|_-
uovsfleiv can simply mean to bear in mind and not to memorize word for word.
But for Epicurus the memorization ofi his ‘doctrines necessarily preceded their

' meditation and application dzuq vo'fi|.1_c.rr1-(ad Hdt. -83.12). C0tta's unkind remarks
on the slavery of Epicurus’ followers {co his words is perhaps a reflection of the
fact that later Epicureans treated his doctrines as young scholars did their
morning recitations: ista enim a vobis quasi dictata reddzmtur qua: Epicurus
oscitans halucinatus est, N. D. I 25.72 with Pease's note and M. L. Clarke, Higher
Education in the Ancient World (London 1971) 27.
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originate (in so far as we can tell) in the polemic of On Nature and
the book Epicurus devoted to the question of our freedom of thought
and action.

One of the arguments Epicurus impresses against the notion of
mechanical necessity is elegant, if it is not new. It neatly turns the
argument against itself and makes it impossible to live with. In one
passage from On Nature, Epicurus’ formulation of his counter ar-
gument is rather loose and, unfortunately, incomplete: “And yet
he disputes with someone over this very point as if his adversary
refused to improve his opinion on his own account (8[1’é]o:u-rév).
And supposing that he continues to carry on his arguments by
appealing to necessity ad infinitum, he fails to realize that by the
very fact of referring the soundness of his own reasoning to himself
and the viciousness of the opposing point of view to his opponent,
if he does not come to a stopping point in himself, but attributes the
principle of necessity . . .47”. The papyrus does not preserve the
conclusion of this involved sentence or of Epicurus’ argument, but
one of the Vatican sayings does:

He who claims that everything happens ‘out of necessity’ has no grounds for
complaint against the person who denies that everything happens ‘out of necessity’,
for his very denial happens ‘out of necessity’. S V 40

In another attempt to destroy the grounds of the mechanical
necessity which he saw as a part of earlier atomism and its apparent
indifference to the freedom of the individual, Epicurus retrenches
into the grounds of his own thought — his canons for judgement.
Here again it becomes clear that these canons were developed as
a test of the truth of propositions and not the means to discovering
the propositions themselves: ambigua secemere, falsa sub specie were
latentia coarguere (Seneca, E1». 89.11). Epicurus’ argument is that
the cause or source (dpxfi) of many of our actions lies in nothing
external to us, but in our firm knowledge of certain truths:

One thing which always depended on us (Te €§ fipdiv) was our realization that if
we fail to grasp the rule and principle which allows us to judge all that is inferred
from our opinions and foolishly follow the expressions of the many we will lose
every basis for discovering the truth. Epicure [31] 31.12—20

Epicurus often returns to the truth of this important realization.
But the form of this sentence from his book on freedom of thought
and action struck Usener as odd (inasmuch as Epicurus used a fu-

47 Epicure [31] 28-6-17; cf. 27.3—9; DO fr. 33, col. III 9; Protagoras 324 E and
Furley, Two Studies 187.
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ture indicative rather than an infinitive) and thus possibly the relic
of a i<up1o:'8c'>§o: formulated before Epicurus put it to use against the
siucxpuévn of the physikoi“. But here, as in the case of three of the
Kupion A6§cn which reproduce its form and general sense“, Epi-
curus is spelling out the consequences of abandoning his criteria in
one of the most vivid forms available to him in Greek:

If you challenge the evidence of all of your senses you will not even be left with
a basis to assert which of them is in error by appealing the decision to any of the
others. KA XXIII

What is remarkable about these doxai is the dogmatic urgency of
the conditional sentences whose conclusions are vivid threats. It
was in the fixed and unwavering principles of thought and action,
even more than in the exiguum clinamen of his theory of motion,
that Epicurus discovered a means to asserting and vindicating the
freedom of willing and choosing against the mechanical necessity of
the physikoi. Once a man is in possession of what Lucretius called
the rationes vitae, neither necessity nor change can overwhelm him.
The moral optimism of such a view is not completely foreign to De-
mocritus who is generally seen as the object of Epicurus’ attack on
the view which returned our actions to ananke. Whatever he said
about motion, Democritus had said that cpp6vT|0'1§ and e\’:§\'1ve-rog
<5§u'6ep1<ein are our guides for most things in life“. Epicurus knew
this saying and sharpened his own thought against it:

Bpozxén ooedi ruxn 'n'orps|.r|1'i1r'rsr -rd: Sé ptyno-rc: xei xupicirrorroc b Aoyiouog 81ciaicmos
iced xo:-rc‘x -rev ovvexii xpovov 1'00 Biou Sioucei Kdl 81ou<1‘|o'ei.

KA XVI
O

Epicurus recorded the results of his own careful reasoning con-
cerning rd: 1<up1cb-rorro: in his Kupzou Aofiou and the stoicheiomata of
his Letter to Herodotus. These and the orroixeioc -roii 1<o:7\cTo5 gfiv of the
Letter to Menoeceus (123.2) were designed to provide the disciple
with a point of rest and stability in the confusion of controversy and
moral choice and a means to overcoming the fear and uncertainty
inspired by the awesome events of nature. For Polystratos who
succeeded Hermarchus as the head of Epicurus’ garden, the master’s
kanon (cf. ad Hdt. 51.9—11) provided an unshakeable conviction
on every occasion it was invoked: doérllsu-rov rrouzi 1TEpi é1<o:o-roii
i 

43 Praef. xlv.
4° KA XXIV; XXV; cf. XXII where Bel replaces ei ufi, and SV 57.
-5° DK 68 B 119.
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1-fiv -rrio-nv51. The precepts of his master, as he had formulated them
in the late disposition of his thought, seem to have been clearly im-
pressed in Lucretius’ mind and the tracks in which he set his feet
more than two centuries later“:

. Te sequor, 0 Graiae genfis decus, inque
.. tuis nunc ficta pedum pono pressis vestigia signis.

And still later, in Asia Minor, the Epicureans proved to be the only
witnesses who did not flinch before the strange genius of Alexander
of Abonouteichos. As Lucian saw, their yvdaun was d8o:uo:v'riv11“3. Of
the others present temptat enim dubiam mantem.ratz'omIs egestas (Lu-
cretius V 1211).

Epicurus meant his Kupiou Aofiou and stoicheiomata to be im-
pressed in the minds of his disciples so that they would endure as
stable rhythmic movements of soul atoms which could not be con-
fused or drastically altered by the incursion of new eidola and im-
pressions from without“. These stable memores motus which were
one of the ends of Epicurus’ stoicheiosis of his thought provided, as
they were stamped in the minds of his disciples, grounds for thought
and action which were both free and rational. The principles com-
pressed into Epicurus’ letters and Kupzou Aéfioa represented one of
the most compelling cases of Tc‘: €§ f||.1cIw — those things which have
their origin within us and lie within our control (cf. SV 40) . But
they could remain fixed in the mind only once they had been mas-
tered with precision. And this was a matter of constant exercise:

One must laugh and at the same time philosophize and look after his own
afiairs . . . and never cease to utter the words of the correct philosophy.

SV 41

Given the importance of this inner fortress for freedom from tur-
moil, it is hardly suprising that Epicurus went to great pains to
make this thought Trspi 'rc'1'w Kupzoo-rérroov memorable. The discovery
of another collection of sayings attributed to Epicurus at the end

51 lTepl 60\6'you xcrracppovfiotoog (Wflke) col. IIIb8. Comparable in sense is Epicurus’
&o'\'mB7\'r|'rog c’rp86'r'|'|g, ad Hdt. 83.4; s\':1r<:y|’)g, Epicure [29] 14.9 and Lucretius’
sense of confirmare VI 998.

53 III 3-4 (repeated at V 55-56). The association of Lucretius’ vestigia with
Epicurus’ stoicheiomata is the suggestion of Carlo Diano, Sagezza e pastiche degli
antiahi (Vicenza. 1968) 77.

5“ Alexander Pseudomantes C 17; Epicurus himself Lucian calls &'rsy|<'ro§, 25.
5‘ Epicure [31] 17—1S.6; 26.9--15; Pap. Herc. 1251 (Schmid) col. XI 5-11 and

Diana in GCIF 23 (1942) 23, note 2.
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of the last century allowed a better appreciation of the great care
he took to refine his thought to its sharpest point and of just
how he often gave his thought its fine edge by sharpening it against-A
the inrofifixon of earlier Greek wisdom. literature. Usener saw im-":
mediately that the new Vatican saying Kozxov dzvécyicn, 600i’ ofifisuior:
6cvd:y|<11 §fiv ue-r’ cizvéq/1<1'|§ (SV 9) was in fact Epicurus’ adaption of-
the old joke about women attributed to Sousarion“:  '

Korxov yuvaixeg. 6:7\7\’ 63 Snuorcri.
ofinc so-nv olxeiv oixiorv dcvsu xcncofi.

Even more instructive and perhaps suprising for Epicurus who had
the reputation of never appealing to poetry to support his own views
(cf. D. L. X 26.9) is the fact that he turned to the poetry of Solon
for his own terse expression of the character of the just and unjust
lives. Under KA XVII (= SV 12)

‘O Sixonog cirrcxponc-r6-rcrrog, 6 5'6:‘6u<og 1r7\eio'n1g rupuxfis yéuoov,

two lines from Solon, known only from Plutarch (Vita Sol. 3), can
be seen in faint, but unmistakable outline:

’E§ drvépcov 8:‘: 6c':7\o:o'oo: 'r<xpéo'os-ro:|' fiv Sé -ng cn'rri]v
|.u‘| lclm], 'n'é:vrcov so-ri 8u<mo'rdrr'r|.

Doxai such as these succeeded in impressing themselves in men's
minds far abroad from the kepos where they originated; the stoi-
cheiomata did not, except as they are embedded in the argument of
the De Rerum Natura. The genius of the Kupaon Aoifiou is that they
succeeded in their purpose by slightly altering, or reforming, the
memores moms which were established in the minds of many early in
the III century B. CF“.

They continue to be remembered in Rome more than two cen-
turies later. Lucretius translated two of the first and most important
in the De Rerum Nalums’, and Cicero can ask of the Epicureans who
were his contemporaries the rhetorical question: Quis enim vestmm
mm edidicit Epicuri Kupiorg Aofiozg? II 20). His friend and de-'
pendent Philo had (N. D. I 113), and it is sure that others had too.

n
 i ' ' ,

55 Kock CAF I p. 3; W5 10 (1888) 180. . .
5° The evidence for the memorization of gnomai comes mainly from Plato and the

orators; Protagoras 325 E; Laws 732 B 6-7 and D 4-7: 811 A. Nicolaus Bachius,
Solomls .4 theniensis aarminum guae supersunt (Bonn 1825) 11, long ago brought
together the evidence for the memorization of Solon's poetry and its gnomai.

5? I 44-49 (= II 646-651); III 830—845, especially 838-841.
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One example is the first and most important of the remedies of the
-re*rpo:<p<5:ppou<og (KA I). It was immensely influential and intimately
bound up with the first of Epicurus’ stoicheiomata. It was memorized
and appealed to as a part of Epicurus’ catechism. Lucretius refers
to it as such an article of reason: nam bane qui didicere deos securum
agere aevum (V 82). All those who had mastered Epicurus’ teaching
that the gods lead a life without care would refuse to see them at
work in the violence of thunder and lightning. A flash of lightning
could only come about sine opera divum. What is especially interest-
ing about later references to KA I is its application; it is evoked
to be applied to cases‘ -— what Epicurus called Kc-rd: uépog dn<p1[3cb-
not-rcx. Horace can see a flash of lightning but remain unperturbed:

Namque deos didici securum agere aevum
nec siquid miri faciat natura deos id
tristis ex alto caeli demittere tecto.

Satircs I V 101--103.

Seneca, when he maliciously denies apotheosis to Claudius, appeals
to KA I to show that the dead emperor cannot become an Epicurean
god: mode die nobis, qualem damn istum flan‘ velis. ’E1ru<o\ivps1og as;
non potest esse: oil-rs cx\’rr<‘>g 1rp€iy|.1o: Exel 1'1 oiire o':7\7\o15 Trorpéxei
(Apocolocyntosis 8).

One problem with both the K\'Jp1ou Aofion and the Gnomologium
Vaticanum is that some of the sayings of Epicums are elsewhere
attributed to Hermarchus and Metrodorus, even against the strong
tendency to refer all Epicurean wisdom to a unique source: apucl
istos quidquid dixit Hermarchus, quidquid Metrodorus, ad unum re-
fertur (Seneca, E15. 33.4). A few of the sayings of the Vatican col-
lection are attributed to Metrodorus by anthologists and a Berlin
papyrus shows that SV 51 comes from a letter of Metrodorus“. In
most cases it is difficult if not impossible to discriminate between
the sayings of Epicurus and those of his close associates, which is
instructive in itself”. The confusion over the attribution of certain
Epicurean doxai would seem to arise from Epicurus’ insistence that
his friends memorize his teachings.

Diocles of Magnesia was taken aback by this insistence, but re-
cords the fact: éy\':|.wo:§e Sé -roug yvcopiuoug Kori 816: uvfiung éxew "rd
53 In this case a. letter of Metrodorus to the young Pythocles. But there is no evidence

for attributing SV 51 to Metrodorus; as Vogliano saw clearly, it was Epicurus
who enunciated the general principle, and his disciple who applied it to cases,
Stltal 13 (1936) 278.

5° SV 10. 30. 31. 36, 47.
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éozu-roii o'uyypd|.1or-rcx (D.L. X 12). Once memorized and mastered
these sayings entered the common domain (cf. Seneca, Ep. 12.l1).5“ §
The very difficulty of assigning all of these sayings confidently.  
Epicurus is in fact a tribute to Epicurus, for it is in itself a testimony

making it exoteric. Since Epicurus took such care to make his teach-1if-if?‘
.' '51- .':‘i.;_: _ iV .,V -.

;~‘-?'-:*~=‘~.-‘€»-

and testament: -rot‘; rs q>i7\o1g 1ro:pcryysl?\c:v-rcx -rc"6v Boyuérrcov usu-
vfiofion, ofrrco -rslisu-rfiorou (D.L. X 16). Diogenes was impressed by
this scene and offers his own version of Epicurus’ last words:

xaipsrz Kdl uéuvnofie 1'6: Séyucrror.

When Epicurus died, uvfinn and 1rocpo:8siyuorro: were, as they had
been for centuries, the major features of Greek education. School-
masters attempted to form their pupils by having them memorize
and rehearse the trn-o6fi\<oa of their ancestors. To my knowledge
Epicurus was the first Greek philosopher who demanded that his
disciples memorize and constantly rehearse those of his doctrines
he considered i<upic{rrorroc°1. Against the background of the philo-'-Z
sophical controversies of his age and its violence and instability
(rozporxozi), it is not difficult to see why. The stoicheiomata and  the
Kupnoa Aofion were designed to provide Epicmus’ disciple with an
unshakeable basis for thought and action and to free him from
dependence on things external (cf. SV 77). To this end Epicurus
devoted much care. Thinking of the effect of Epicurus’ rrozpécfioo-15
on later ages, it is tempting to speak of the “Epicurean doctrine of
the verbal inspiration of the master°2.” In his moral teaching at
least Epicurus was inspired by a certain vigor and genius of ex-
6° Metrodori Epicurei Fmgmmta (Leipzig 1890) 540. Diels later called attention

to this same source of confusion in the attribution of anonymous Epicurean-
material. SSB 1916 891 (= Klein: Sckriften 293).

51 “Epikur ist der erste Europaer, der die Psychagogik dutch methodische Be-
herzigungs-Akte aus Ubung des Memorierens entwickelt und in seiner Gemeinde
geiibt hat", Paul Rabbow, Seelenfzihmng: Methode der Exerziten in der Antike
(Munich 1954) 130; cf- 127-130; 336-338 and the detailed exposition of Schmid,
RAC V (1962) 742-745. V

°* As Stokes does in New Chapters in the History ofG1eek Literature (Oxford 1923) 23.
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ing memorable, Ktirte is right in saying that it is no wonder that. 9 Y
Metrodorus should have come to regard his master’s thought as his u 1
own°°. This precisely was Epicurus’ intention. A token ofhis success-4 iii
is the fact that his followers came to regard the principles of this; ' 7'
teaching as -re é§ fiucbv. At his death Epicurus is said to have urged? 8
upon his friends one of the most important provisions of his last will e
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pression: multae tamen artis. And art, as Epicurus understood it,
was a method of producing what is of advantage to life (Epicure
[205] .

Epicurus’ art was to have created a number of fast impressions,
of constant memores moms, in the minds of his disciples. These
could not be disturbed or drasticallyaltered by the onset of new and
upsetting impressions from the world without. New experience is
interpreted and stabilized by reference to these sure anchors: 11 St
drrcxpozfiloz ‘rd’: ouvsxfi nvfiunv Exew 'r65v <'i7\cnv KC(l 1<up1oo"rc'x-roov (ad
Hdt. 82.1). This is precisely what the Letter to Herodotus was de-
signed to provide: oi‘)-rog 6 Aoyog Buvorrog, i<crro:o'Xs6si§ net’ da<p1-
fisiozg, do‘\':|.1[57\'q-rov rrpog 1'00; 7\orrro\‘1g dvfipcirrroug 6:8pé-rq'ror 7\1’|\peo-60:1
(83.1-5).

Unless Epicurus’ doctrine was mastered exactly, it could not
serve the end for which it was meant, since it could not be sum-
moned up by reflex (dud vor'|uorr1). These fixed concepts also repre-
sent Epicurus’ answer to the dangerous doctrine of necessity which
Epicurus saw in the physikoi. Finally, the principles and origins of
thought and action must recede not to ammke, but to the principles
of truth deeply rooted in the mind. The mastery of Epicurus’ teach-
ing concerning 1'6: KUpl(iO"l’<IT(I is that act of will and calculation which
would make his disciples free. This is the intent of Epicurus’ last will
and testament and the reason why he called the little collection of
his sayings the Kuplon Aéfion.

The inscription Diogenes had inscribed for the benefit of mankind
on the walls of a stoa in Oenoanda fully justifies the title of Epicurus’
Kupzon Aofion and reveals the intentions of his philosophical testa-
ment:

That which contributes most to our happiness is our disposition over which we
are masters (ij Biézflsmg fig final; xupiou). Service in the army is a hard thing, especially
when you are under another's orders. And even if it succeeds, the art of persuasion
is filled with heady passion and turmoil. Why then do we pursue the kinds-of things
which lie in the control of others? Fr. LVII (Chilton)

Some e before this was inscribed, the meaning of xupnog as
Epicurus applied it to his doxai was expressed by a Stoic in one
terse phrase: "toil Sofiou St ii uij 8c'>§o:1 fjusig xfiplol l<CIl oi’: 1'6: ems;
(Epictetus I 9. 37)“.
°* This paper owes much to the kepos-like setting of the Center for Hellenic

Studies in Washington DC where it was first elaborated and presented and much
to Leo Strauss and Phillip Delacy whose careful readings have helped it in many
places where it was obscure or mistaken.


